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212 survey responses!

what we heard from you....
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what do you like most 
about butterfield park?

A place to hang out, sit, 
have lunch and relax 
between classes

Connectivity to the 
Grange Park

The landscape and 
greenery of the park 

Shade and shelter 
provided from the Sharp 
Building

Flexible open space 
that can accommodate 
various events, 
programming and 
gatherings1



what is most important to 
improve or change at butterfield park?

2 3 4 5Create seating 
opportunities to 
encourage; casual 
hangouts, lunch and 
collaborating

Improve the pedestrian 
connection and 
circulation to the broader 
context 

Create flexible 
open space that will 
support active social / 
contemplative spaces 
for formal and formal 
gatherings

Reflect historical, 
cultural and art in a 
meaningful way

Provide landscape and 
greenery approach that 
promotes native ecology 
and sustainability 1



more active social spaces, 
while accommodating some 
quieter contemplative spaces.

active social space quiet contemplative space62% 38%



several smaller gathering areas a large gathering area83.5% 16.5%

create a space with more several 
smaller gathering areas, less important 
is a larger gathering area



softscape primarily hardscape plaza primarily83.5% 16.5%

create a space with more softscape
and less hardscape



21 3
what aspects of sustainability 
do you think should be a focused 
on in the park?

native species bicycle community 
related activties

community 
agriculture

ethically sourced 
materials+



1 2 3 54Integrate Indigeneity, 
Black and People 
of Colour through 
historical, cultural and 
art 

Design with the broader 
community in mind

Diversity of spaces 
and multi-sensory 
experiences

Support Age inclusion 
including; children and 
elderly

Accessible design that 
considers visual and 
physical accessibility

what aspects of diversity, equity and inclusion 
should be considered for the design?



from the list of programming of space....

outdoor movies and concerts

bike repair / service station

outdoor community meals

market type activities

large scale events

fitness activities

rotating display of ‘non-permanent’ 
work

casual hang outs with friends

permanent installation of one or a 
few artists

picnic / lunch spots



top ‘i loved it’ items 
regarding programming of space.

casual hang outs with friends picnic / lunch spots rotating display of non 
permanent work

outdoor events, movies and 
community meals

1. 2. 3. 4.



ranking in ‘i love it’ regarding site furnishings...

built in / permanent seating items beyond seating moveable tables and chairs63.7% 43.8% 34.5%



bold

colourful

subtle

dynamic
reserved

playful
sophisticated

from the list of words that best align with what you 
envision for the overall design for the park....




